Analyse non convexe [,1977 Some structural design problems may be stated as (5>) Inf J(u) ueC A(u) = Aŵ here u is the thickness of the structure, J(u) its weight, x(u) its fundamental frequency of vibration. A, the fundamental frequency of the structure with uniform thickness and C is the convex of constraints on u .
Here we consider the problems {(?) when J and \ have the following properties J is convex on C A is pseudoconcave on C .
\4e shall state necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for an abstract problem (5 1 ). And we shall apply these results in structural design. We refer to [4] [sl for the proof of these results and for more details.
PROBLEM (^) : ABSTRACT CASE.
Let E a locally convex Hausdorff space. C a convex of E , J and X
88
two real valued functions defined on C . We consider the two following problems
u, e: C .
Proposition 2.1. Assume
] u^e-C such that X(u ) < x, and J(u^) < J(u) V u e. C . u ^ u then the problems. (ff) and (Q) are equivalent (i.e. if u is a solution of (?) u is a solution of (<^) and reciprocally).
Let's recall the definition of a pseudoconvex function. J is a pseudoconvex on C if J is Gateaux-differentiable on C and if
The reader can find the properties of pseudoconvex and quasiconvex functions in
We make use of these properties for the proof of Proposition 2.1. Then if TT& C and if X(LT) > Xi , u" is a solution of ( Q) if and only if
The proof of the necessary condition is based on the results of HALKIN [2] and (2.4)-(2.5) assumptions.
The proof of the sufficiency is easy.
solution of (£T) if and only if Using the Implicit Function Theorem we can prove that the function
is different!able on U and that
From the concavity of a and (-b) , it follows that :
Usi.ng this inequality we get Remark. We have used the same method to study problems of the following form Sup x(u) .
J(u)=Jû eC
